
 
 

Places are ecosystems – can we learn 

what makes them tick? 
 

 

 

I have often marvelled at the way that plants can grow from pavement cracks and crevices, 

on ledges and out of brick walls.  Life bursts out from seed, given the right conditions – the 

type and amount of soil, light and water.  And the longer I have worked in the built 

environment with a fascination for places, the more I have returned again and again to a 

suspicion that places work very much like this kind of ecosystem. 

A key reason for this, I’d suggest, is that places are complex, closely connected to their 

surroundings.  The essence of an ecosystem is that it is fully dependant on and sensitive to 

its immediate context – it will work well with certain specific factors and produce certain 

results, but if these change, the results won’t work in the same way.  Skilled designers in the 

built environment will tell you that you need to work in context when you are building, 

retrofitting, restoring or landscaping.  But do we realise just how interwoven these effects 

are, and what the outcomes of change will be on a place as a whole?  And how can we 

direct change towards the end goal, that is, to cause human - and natural - flourishing in a 

place, to foster diverse, healthy and vibrant communities?  

 

Understanding the relationships 

A key part of this is understanding the relationships better – really looking at cause and 

effect, not just in one but in many areas.  For ecosystems this is achieved through close 

examination of species and what they need.  But how often do we give design such 

scrutiny?  How many times have we seen an intervention with a single objective, for example 

more office space or a new retail centre, with little thought for the knock-on effects, for 

example how this would affect the mix of uses in the area, the number of people who will use 

them, or the new routes and desire lines they will use – or cut through? We also do not think 

enough about how one scheme opens up or closes down further opportunities down the line.  

The changes, like chess moves, may alter future options in many varied and complex ways, 



 
 

sometimes for generations.  When a tipping point is reached, life starts to ebb from a place – 

shops reduce opening hours, artists start to leave, businesses close down and residents 

start to move away (1). 

Places and vibrant communities are intrinsically linked, one leads to another just as the right 

soil, in the right conditions, will result in the wonder of growth.  So how can we understand 

more what we are doing when we provide homes, workplaces, industrial uses, cultural uses 

or infrastructure?  So that we know we will improve, rather than erode or remove the ‘soil’ of 

places? 

 

Making places that flourish 

The answers circle back to where we began – plants need specific conditions to grow, and 

different plants need different conditions.  Bringing uses together in the kind of rich mix 

advocated by Centre for London’s excellent report Places that Work (2) will be a start.  But a 

focus on uses alone isn’t enough.  For plants it isn’t just the soil – you need, light, water and 

seed.  So, we need mix plus other conditions….plus connectivity, conviviality and safety of 

streets…plus a range of sizes, types and ages of buildings to bring in many different 

opportunities at different economic ranges…plus enough people to take advantage of them.   

When we look at the vibrant, diverse places so loved by the community, how many of these 

conditions to they have?  The answer is - all of them.  And the places which are unloved, 

neglected, run down and shunned?  They may have one or two conditions, but lack one or 

two missing ingredients.  These places show that you need all of them, just like plants need 

all of the conditions to grow.  Urban Design London’ s Urban Futures work (3) has been 

exploring these factors, including active travel with more and shorter journeys, urban areas 

reaching their own optimum level in a ‘multi-time’ way, reflecting their context and ensuring 

mixes work well together rather than segregating them. 

 

How can we move towards holistic places? 

A key practical way to move forward is to involve the community itself – those who live, work 

and visit an area.  People are the eyes and ears of a place who will know how an area is 

working, and which ingredients are missing (4).  This can help develop a real understanding 

of an area from the ground up, alongside with studies on the character, uses, routes and 

potential to flex and change for the better.  At the other end of the change process we can 

also monitor and reflect on how a change is really affecting a community.  All aspects of our 

sector need to push towards this holistic approach, hand in hand with communities, to arrest 

the decay of so many of our failing places and allow valued places to flourish.   
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